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SELF ACTUATING PEOPLE — VERY FEW — MORE EFFICIENT
PERCEPTION OR REALITY — BETTER REALITY — BETTER PERCEPTION
NEUROTIC OFTEN SIMPLY WRONG — HERBERT READ’S UNSEEN EYE
NOT THREATENED BY THE UNKNOWN — ACCEPTING — NO DISGUSTS
LACK OF DEFENSESNESS — DISTASTE FOR AFFECTIONATION — NO HEALTHY
WOMAN FEELS FULLY IN DEFENSE ABOUT BEING FEMALE OR ABOUT ANY OTHER
FEMALE PROCESS — ARE GUIYRY ABOUT LAMINATE, TEMPLATE, HUMIDIZ
OFFICE, PREJUDICE, TEMPER, ETC. — SPONTANEOUS AUTONOMOUS
ETHICAL CODE — PROBLEM CENTERED — NOT EGO I.E. MASLOW — WIDE FRAME
OF REFERENCE — DETACHED — AUTONOMOUS, STABLE, ALWAYS TURNED ON,
FEW AND THE SELFISH FEELING — GEOMETRIC STRUCTURAL — DEMOCRATIC
CHARACTER STRUCTURE — UNIFIED — THE SENSE OF HUMAN rouLIM — REFLECT
ENCULTURATION — CAN THE VAIN, IRREFL, RUTHLESS, INDEPENDENT
PITYFUL — DO NOT COMMAND, COUNTENANCES —
240. Reply — we can live harmoniously to the extent we agree
Threatened by him... PTO ✫✫
Another characteristic I found of love in healthy people is that they made no really sharp differentiation between the roles and personalities of the two sexes. That is, they did not assume that the female was passive and the male active, whether in sex love or anything else. These people were all to certain them maleness or femaleness that they did not mind taking on some of the aspects of the opposite sex role. It was especially noteworthy that they could be both active and passive lovers, an instance of the way in which common dichotomies are to
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